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Monistrol-sur-Loire, France: local job seekers had the opportunity to discover r
plastic molding thanks to the Employment Trailer 

Rotational molding, extrusion, blow molding, injection
molding... Multiple job seekers has the opportunity to
discover the transformation techniques used by molders. The
event was a part of the Plastics Industry Week organized by
Polyvia, the french trade organization for plastic molders.
People could visit Atec's production hall and Puxi Lab', a
truck equiped with any machine you can find at a plastics
molder's production site. (Translated from French)

Click here to read more :www.leprogres.fr 

France: Rotoplast from Beautor, counts on the government's recovery plan to o
creater another production site 

French company Rotoplast, which is owned by a Belgium-
based industrial group, plans to build an innovative
production site and to create more than 10 jobs if its 40% to
50% of its 3 million euros investment can be financed
through the French government's Econonomic Recovery
Plan. (Translated from French)

Click here to read more :www.aisnenouvelle.fr 

Salvador Dali, a designer seen through three of his most iconic furniture 
models
19/03/2021

https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/380715/5668/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/380718/5668/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
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Why should one keep editing furnitured imagined by 
Salvador Dali in 2021 ? According to Ramon Ubedà, BD 
Barcelona's Artistic Director, the answer is actually quite 
clear : "those are artistic creations and art tends to live 
longer than a washing machine, even a well designed one". 
In the brand's showroom, visitors can discover Dali's face: 
his eyes become paintings, his nose is a fireplace and his 
mouth... is a new version of the sofa he designed before the 
war. 300 "Salivas" sofas were produced in the 1970s by BD 
Barcelona. It can be taken outside since 2004 as it has been 
redesigned to be rotationally molded with polyethylene.
(Translated from French)

Click here to read more :ideat.thegoodhub.com 

Discover B Medical Systems’ medical refrigerators, freezers, and transport t
boxes

B Medical Systems S.a r.l (formely Dometic/Electrolux) is a
global manufacturer and distributor of innovative vaccine
storage solutions, including vaccine cold chain and medical
refrigeration. Manufactured using roto-moulding technology,
these products are known for their reliability, durability, and
lowest Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), and can also be used
even in the most remote locations.

Click here to read more :https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source/380745/ 

Modularity and sustainability: here is the sustainable design of new sofas 
23/03/2021

A concrete example would be that of Costume, a new
seating system designed by Stefan Diez for Magis. "We
decided to design a sofa system that can be completely
dismantled with as little foam as possible and which can be
easily cleaned", explains the designer. From his A sofa
equipped with a rotomolded structure, made of recycled
polyethyene, was designed after four years of research.
(Translated from Italian)

Click here to read more :www.cosedicasa.com 

Husqvarna 701: technical data, accessories and list price

The Husqvarna 701 Supermoto is a supermoto model
produced by the Swedish brand since 2015. The main
structure includes a self-supporting rear frame - made of
rotomoded polyamide - on which the 13-liter tank is
installed. (Translated from Italian)

Click here to read more :https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source/380749/ 
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https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/380722/5668/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/380745/5668/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
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Dutchland Plastics Announces New Corporate Social Responsibility Initiatives

Dutchland Plastics, LLC, a leading contract manufacturer of
custom rotationally molded plastics products, announced
today the Company's new corporate social responsibility
initiatives. These CSR initiatives will focus heavily on the
issues directly impacting Dutchland's local community
members in Wisconsin and Upstate New York, and will
include:
- Corporate charitable donations to non-profit
organizations;
- Support for social justice initiatives, including
diversity-driven hiring efforts and resource building for local
education systems; and
- Sustainability goals that will be determined
through expert analysis and planning.

Click here to read more :www.prnewswire.com 

The Reason Behind Resin 

With several baggage carts on the market made of steel,
ground service providers are often working with a heavy
material that can corrode when exposed to the elements.
Because ground handlers and airlines must be able to rely on
their equipment in a variety of climates and companies are
looking for ways to reduce their overall carbon footprint,
FAST Global Solutions sought a way to replace heavy steel
carts that require a high amount of fuel use during towing.
With a rotomolded body, FAST Global Solutions’ AlphaCart
offers a lightweight baggage cart solution designed to
outsmart the elements.

Click here to read more :www.aviationpros.com 

Kayak surge: Versatile craft perfect for exploring state
21/03/2021

Ascending in quality, you will find brands like Perception,
Ocean Kayak and Ascend. They cost from $500-$1,000,
depending on hull design and options. This price range will
give you a roto-molded hull that's made of thicker, tougher
material than entry level boats. You also get a better, more
comfortable seat, adjustable foot pegs and dedicated deck
compartments for tackleboxes and soft-side coolers. They
also have interior storage areas with sealed hatches and
paddle holders. Hatch seals vary widely in design and
quality. Watertightness varies dramatically.

Click here to read more :www.nwaonline.com 
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